Water Kingdom celebrates 18th Anniversary with renowned Bollywood DJs
24th April, Mumbai: ‘Water Kingdom’, Asia’s biggest water park celebrated its 18th
anniversary on Sunday, 24th April, 2016. The grand celebration saw DJ Aqeel, a famous DJ,
composer and singer, well known for ‘Shake it Daddy Mix’ played at Water Kingdom.
Visitors were dancing on his tunes and having a gala time. As part of the celebration 50
Harley Davidson riders of Seven Islands Harley Owners Group rode to the water park to
beat the summer heat. These were extremely passionate motorcycles enthusiast who own
Harley-Davidson Motorcycles ranging 4.5 lacs - 50.5 lacs and enjoy weekend rides on
regular basis to exotic locations. Harley Davidson bikes were on displayed at the Wave pool
area for the guests.
The event was flourishing with various contests, fun-filled activities and DJ remixing music
on the console. The crowd had an extravagant musical experience at Water Kingdom's 18th
anniversary celebrations. DJ Aqeel kept the crowd entertained with his dazzling
performance. The crowd was enthralled with multiple activities that had been organized
during the event.
Commenting on the celebrations, Mr. Shirish Deshpande, CEO, Pan India Paryatan Pvt.
Ltd. said, "It was an immense pleasure to organize Water Kingdom's 18th Anniversary on
such a large scale. The visitors were conventional to the belief that Water Kingdom is the
most entertaining family destination this season. The Bollywood bonanza assured an
enthralling experience to all the visitors. We are confident of continuing many such events
in future considering the sense of delight witnessed by all the visitors".
Water Kingdom has been enchanting patrons for 18 years with summer spcecials and backto-back concerts. This year’s anniversary celebration will yet again bring back the ONLY
water park music concert summer celebrations on every summer weekend, starting 23rd
April through 5th June.
Be ready to get enthralled by the electrifying music mixed by some of the India’s top rated
DJs such as DJ Aqeel, DJ Akhtar, DJ Notorious, DJ Ramji , DJ Ali Merchant, DJ Akbar Sami, DJ
Nasah, DJ Rink, DJ Paroma, DJ Ashrafi DJ Pratik and DJ Pravin Nair every weekend starting
23rd April right upto 5th June 2016.

So get ready to splash and rock this summer at India’s first theme water park, as it
celebrates 18 years of spreading happiness.
About Pan India Paryatan Pvt. Ltd.
Pan India Paryatan Pvt. Ltd. is the holding company of EsselWorld and Water Kingdom the largest amusement parks in India and a subsidiary of USD 6 billion Essel Group. Over
the past two decades these parks have been the pioneers in leisure and entertainment,
thereby successfully entertaining more than 22 million visitors. These twin parks offer an
area of over 64 acres with more than 80 attractions across rides and slides. The Group’s
mission is to redefine the traditional means of entertainment and above all meet the fast
changing consumer needs for active entertainment.

